Rangeley Capital Special Opportunities Fund, LP – September 2019
Dear Partner,
The Rangeley Capital Special Opportunities Fund (the “Partnership”) was up 1.7% net of fees and expenses in
September 2019, bring its year to date return to up 21.7%. Since the fund’s inception (January 1, 2016), it has
generated an annualized return of +9.6% net of all fees and expenses1.
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We normally write about specific companies in the portfolio, but this month I wanted to zoom out a bit.
Obviously, there’s lot of negative news flow in the air; we are constantly bombarded by predictions that
impeachment / the trade war / an extremely progressive Democrat winning in 2020 / the failed WeWork IPO will
cause a historic crash for equities.
Amidst this negative backdrop, what do I want to own? Since we started the fund, our portfolio companies have
ranged somewhere between undervalued to extremely undervalued. They are generally recession resistant
businesses with consistent cash flows and solid balance sheets. Their shares are cheap, and they use their cash
flows to buy back their shares at a discount. They usually have a characteristic that makes them very difficult for
markets to value or for systematic strategies to own. Lastly, regardless of how the equity markets perform, we
expect their intrinsic value will be materially higher several years from now, and their shares prices should follow
their intrinsic value higher over the long term.
That’s the long term, which is where we’re generally focused. But in the shorter term we see lots of positive news
to generate returns for the portfolio. Some of our companies are on the verge of pursuing corporate maneuvers
that should unlock significant value (for example, IAC is prepping to spin off their Match shares, which should
dramatically shrink their conglomerate discount). Some of our companies are starting to see inbound strategic
acquisition interest (for example, the WSJ reported Groupon had reached out to Yelp about a merger, which we
believe would be hugely accretive and could result in a big premium for our YELP position). And some of our
companies will likely benefit from struggles elsewhere in the economy (Aercap (AER), for example, could see
demand for their aircraft increase as Boeing continues to struggle with problems from their 737 aircraft).
In addition, in the short term we have some liquidations / mergers / special situations wrapping up that will return
a decent amount of cash to the portfolio. In general, these have delivered attractive returns with limited
correlation to the market.
The bottom line is that we’re thrilled with the companies we own. We think we’re well positioned for a number
of directions the macro picture could go from here. We haven’t relaxed our valuation standards to keep up with
this market, and I believe we’re much better positioned over a full cycle because of it. I am excited for how our
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companies are performing, and I have high expectations for what’s to come for our portfolio. All of us here at
Rangeley continue to appreciate your trust in us!
As always, we appreciate your continued investment in the Fund and confidence in our team. We welcome all the
new investors for October 1st. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to Rob Sterner, rsterner@rangeleycapital.com,
or myself with any questions or if you’d like to make an additional investment. Also, if you know of other likeminded investors that may be interested in speaking to us about our research or the investment partnership,
please let us know and we’d be happy to meet them.
Sincerely,
Andrew P. Walker, CFA

Disclaimer
Past results are no guarantee of future results and no representation is made that an investor will or is likely to achieve results similar to those shown.
Individual investor performance may vary from the overall fund return due to timing of capital activity and other reasons. Reference to an index does not
imply that the funds will achieve returns, volatility or other results similar to the index. The total returns for the index do not reflect the deduction of any
fees or expenses which would reduce returns.
The information contained herein (the "Information") reflects the opinions and projections of Rangeley Capital LLC and its affiliates (collectively “Rangeley”)
as of the date of publication, which are subject to change without notice at any time subsequent to the date of issue. Rangeley does not represent that any
opinion or projection will be realized. All information provided is for informational purposes only and should not be deemed as investment advice or a
recommendation to purchase or sell any specific security. While the information discussed here is believed to be reliable, no representation is or warranty is
made concerning the accuracy of any data presented.
The information contained herein is confidential. By accepting the Information, the recipient (which shall include its directors, partners, officers, employees
and representatives) acknowledges that it will use the Information only for authorized purposes. The recipient further agrees that the Information will not be
divulged to any other party without the express written consent of Rangeley Capital LLC ("Rangeley Capital") provided, however, that the recipient may make
any disclosure required by law or requested by a regulator having jurisdiction over the recipient.
THIS LETTER SHALL NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL OR THE SOLICITATION OF ANY OFFER TO BUY WHICH MAY ONLY BE MADE AT THE TIME A
QUALIFIED OFFEREE RECEIVES A CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE OFFERING MEMORANDUM DESCRIBING THE OFFERING AND RELATED SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT.
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